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For my love, I write this book to her first born, Nathaniel. 

 

Forward 
 

This is not intended to be a book on the extensively written about subject of positive thinking. 

This book is short, explanatory, and straightforward attempting to reveal this knowledge in the 

most concise manner.  The intent is to demonstrate how correctly using conscious thought to 

refine the development of one’s character, one will be able to, indirectly but surely, shape and 

facilitate all desirable circumstances in life. By learning and using this information one will gain 

the long held secret truth that allows one to be the complete master of their own destiny, creating 

what is desired and dismissing all that in undesired. 

This volume has come forth, that it may serve the reader, by teaching the true undeviating law of 

the universe that can never be wrong; all pure good thought will produce good circumstances and 

all bad thought, of any kind will produce bad circumstances.  Either way, thought creates all 

circumstances in one’s life. After literally countless hours of concentrated thought, self-

examination, trial and error, meditation, and prayer this simple truth, although difficult to apply, 

has come forth by analytical examination and proof through experience. 

If thoughts do not stem from love, truth, and compassion and are not moral, decent, and upright 

they will fail to bring desirable circumstance. 

If you, the reader, will honestly compare your thoughts to the purest and most respectable 

thoughts, using self-control to alter your thoughts to only ethical, moral, loving, true, innocent, 

and harmless thoughts, you will be astounded by your rapid transformation to all circumstances 

that are desirable. This information is nothing new. Every prophet, teacher, philosopher and sage 

has taught these same laws of the universe for centuries.   

To those very few strong minded individuals who bravely invest the challenging yet necessary 

hours to honest, self-analysis of thought and self-control of thought, dismissing all that is weak, 

selfish, impure, and improper; these will be the enviable and fortunate ones who, by the great 

universal law, see amazing, immediate, and directly proportional improvements in circumstance.  

The truth of the universe is quite simple; every person is the creator of their circumstance 

through the shaping of action brought forward by their own thoughts. Every thought, weather 
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decent or corrupt produces and shapes circumstance justly rewarding with delight or displeasure. 

Every upright, moral, honorable, and kind thought will produce good action which in turn will 

create and reveal a desirable circumstance. Every immoral, corrupt, uncaring, selfish, weak, and 

depraved thought will, just as certain, produce and reveal an unpleasant circumstance.  

Every person is a living, ever changing, composite of useful and tainted thoughts. Each creating 

for themself the ever changing circumstances through the corruption or proper application of 

thought. Every grade of character is a result of this and all lives are slave to this very truth. Every 

shade of character is constructed from a mixture of the useful and unhelpful thoughts one allows. 

Those with mostly unwholesome thoughts live difficult lives of unwanted circumstance. Those 

with mostly useful thoughts live pleasant lives of fruitful opportunity. 

One has only to understand this very truth to realize that every beautiful desirable thing, whether 

spiritual, intellectual, or material, is attainable through the diligent and wise use of thought. 

Whatever one dreams of and wishes for, one may have if they are committed to applying and 

practicing self-control and thought control. 
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Success  
 

Every person desires success however, few ever stop to define personal success 

specifically.  Many believe they understand success, however under close scrutiny; many have a 

superficial understanding of success. Many believe success is the accumulation of fortune or 

fame. This however is not so. Success is that which brings joy, peace of mind, serenity, and 

grace. These are eternal spiritual aspirations. In other words, you can take these with you.  

The person that understands this eternal truth will be able to look back over their life with joy, 

understanding correct efforts in thought are forever blessed. Money, fame, prestige, and all 

material things cannot deliver peace of mind. These worldly ephemeral things can not lead to 

self-awareness and spiritual harmony. Many understand that to acquiring great wealth requires 

much focused though and attention coupled with great self-sacrifice. Understanding and applying 

this is simple in the material world however, understanding and applying this truth in the 

spiritual world is much more difficult.  

The superficial idea that making large amounts of money will relieve all suffering from external 

circumstance is incorrect. In reality, suffering is always the result of persistent unwholesome 

thought which produces unwanted circumstances that money cannot mitigate. The outward belief 

that fame, fortune, or any outside source could bring true happiness is derived from a false 

understanding. All material desires can only bring temporary pleasure, which by its very nature, 

will always require more. Since these pleasures can never bring true peace of mind, they fail to 

bring true success.  

True success is only attained by those very few who understand a virtuous life filled with love, 

truth, and compassion and all that is pure will reveal the desired circumstances of true success; 

success in your relationships, success in your love, success in your career, success in your health, 

success in your purest most desired aspirations. Pure noble virtues persisted in will always 

deliver joyful circumstances. This will lead to ever lasting peace of mind, serenity and grace. 

These are the true jewels of success. 

No one can attain these beautiful spiritual qualities until they understand, all thoughts forge all 

circumstances. More importantly, thought can and should be controlled. Once one understands 

that one can control thought, it becomes possible to begin to control thought. Controlled thought 
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diligently applied to virtuous aspirations will always produce favorable circumstances. The abuse 

of thought will always lead to all unpleasant undesired circumstances. 
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